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ABSTRACT

E-mail has become a popular communication tool widely used by universities,
enterprises and governments. Despite the convenience it brought to people, at-
tacks on e-mail happen very frequently in the range of the world, causing large
economic loss and occupying a mass of network bandwidth every year. The
hazards from e-mail attacks underline the importance of detecting and resisting
spam in an efficient and timely way. Using Python, we built Naı̈ve Bayes (NB)
and support vector machine (SVM) filters for emails. The filtering performance
of NB and SVM email filters applying different kernel functions was compared
and evaluated based on several evaluation indices including accuracy, precision,
and total cost ratio (TCR). Also, in order to optimize the filters, the influences
of stop words removal, feature numbers and other parameters in the filtering
algorithms were monitored.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first e-mail in the world sent by Ray Tomlinson in 1971, e-mail has undergone a steady

development over decades and became widely used around the world as the birth of internet browser in 1990s.
Nowadays, e-mail becomes a crucial tool in communication with a huge user base, and billions of e-mails
are sent and received worldwide every year. From Radicati [1], including both business and consumer e-mail
users, there are over 4,2 billion e-mail users with a growth rate of 3% in 2022, which means over half of the
world population are using e-mail. Interaction and communication between people have been greatly promoted
through e-mail, and the development of society has also been facilitated. However, the flourishing development
of e-mail also causes the problem of junk e-mail, or called spam. Spam does not have a worldwide unified
definition but according to the Internet Society of China, spams have the following four characteristics:
− Containing advertisements, electronic publications and other promotional e-mails that the recipient did not

request or agree to receive in advance.
− Recipient cannot reject.
− Hiding sender identity, address, title, and other information.
− Containing false information sources, senders, and routes.

Most of spams are delivered through simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) relay service. Relay refers
to the process of e-mails being transmitted by third party mail servers in the e-mail path. Because the SMTP
protocol do not authenticate users when transmitting e-mails, e-mails can be sent anonymously or under a
pseudonym by anyone. This causes the problem of open relay. Spam senders can use automated tools on the
internet to set up effective third-party forwarding e-mail servers. By simultaneously using open forwarding
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services to transmit e-mails, it can lead to a large amount of spam on the network at once. Many spam senders
utilize open relay to bypass the blacklist of e-mail servers.

Dangers of spam: spam causes congestion on the internet. There are large amounts of spams flush-
ing into e-mail servers every day. According to Kaspersky [2], 56.51% of e-mails in mail traffic are spam
in 2019. Considering the order of magnitude of sent e-mails, the quantities of spam are surprisingly huge,
which leads to the waste of a great number of internet network resources (e.g., bandwidth) and time for recip-
ients to deal with them. For communication institutions, the large amounts of spam require them to signifi-
cantly improve computer performance to maintain the normal operation of mail servers, which raises expenses.
In addition, spam also brings economical loss to individuals and organizations. It is common for spams to
contain advertisements. For example, spams may claim to offer consumers free opportunity to watch new films
or sports broadcasts. Once e-mail users fall into this bait, their economic information may be exposed by typ-
ing in their bank accounts and passwords into a fake payment website, which is usually attached in the spam.
As for the organizations, phishing attacks may occur when attackers use social engineering or other means to
gain the trust of employees. Attackers may use deceptive or hacked accounts to impersonate trusted sources
and send targeted e-mails to employees, business partners or customers, causing loss of sensitive information
and funds. This is also called business e-mail compromise (BEC). From FBI [3], the economic loss of US busi-
nesses due to BEC between January 2014 and October 2019 is over 2 billion dollars. Also, spam does harm
to the image of internet service provider (ISP). Users who are tired of receiving spam may want to exchange
the initial internet service providers because they have not established a comprehensive spam filtering system.
A more critical result is that some famous anti-spam organizations may add some of the IP addresses of ISPs
into blacklist. For example, Spamhause, which is the most famous anti-spam organization in Europe, has
banned a lot of problematic IP addresses in China, leading to many enterprise users lose connection with their
customers. The ISPs of these banned IP addresses are mainly China Telecom and China Netcom.

Moreover, spam is becoming an important carrier of virus transmission in the internet era. For ex-
ample, the large-scale outbreak of Melissa in 1999 caused the computer email systems of over 300 companies
worldwide, including Microsoft and Intel, to crash, causing losses of over 80 million dollars. In conclusion,
considering the great harm of spam on the internet, economy, and society, it is essential to emphasize the
importance of finding an effective way to filter the spams out of normal e-mails.

Anti-spam methods: since last century, lots of efforts have been put into the field of anti-spam. Many
organizations have been found for the sake of anti-spam, such as the establishment of MAPS (1996), which
collects malicious IP addresses to maintain the real-time blackhole list (RBL), and the creation of SpamAssassin
by Justin Mason (2001), which is still an extremely popular spam-filtering platform at the moment. There are
mainly three aspects in the methods of anti-spam, which are:
− Modify the existing SMTP protocol and fix the vulnerabilities of it. Such as the internet 2,000 protocol

raised by Bernstein [4], in which e-mails are saved in the sender terminal and the recipient needs to get the
e-mail from the sender terminal. However, it is very difficult and time-consuming to promote it worldwide.

− Legislation can be a powerful tool to regulate and prevent the problems of spam, multiple countries have
formulated or are in the process of formulating legal documents related to spam. For example, the United
States passed a law called the CAN-SPAM act of 2003 [5], which is the first national standard to regulate
commercial e-mails and reduce spam e-mails [6]. Violation of this law would result in high fines. In China,
which is still in the early stages of anti-spam legislation, the legal basis people can refer to is very few.

− From technical aspect, there are many technical methods raised in the field of anti-spam over the last
decades, and they can mainly be divided into 3 categories [7]. The first type is content-based filtering,
such as key word filtering and Bayesian filtering. This technology is mainly used by message user agent
(MUAs) to identify and handle spam.

The second category of anti-spam techniques [8] is query and authentication, including domain keys
identified mail (DKIM) and patching. This technique is built on the basis that forged sender addresses are used
in most spam, and it examine the header of each e-mail without violate privacy [9]. The last type is behavior-
based filtering [10]. In this method, the anti-spam engine will establish a reasonable model to decide whether
an e-mail is legitimate based on its behavioral characteristics during delivery. For parts that exceed normal
values, they are considered abnormal.

E-mail theory and transmission: like the mails having envelop and content in the real world, an e-mail
mainly consists of two parts, which are header and body. As for the e-mail body, it usually contains a text
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message or a structured message, which follows the multipurpose internet mail extensions (MIME) standard.
It is a coding standard for e-mail, which aims at solving information exchange issues in transmitting non-
ASCII character text and non-ASCII format (e.g., images, audios, and videos). In the architecture of mail
transfer system (MTS), MUA is the module users directly used to edit the e-mail content when sending an
e-mail. Typical MUAs are Outlook Express, NetEase email, and Foxmail. After the user clicking on the ”send”
button, the message submission agent (MSA) would accept the e-mail and submit it to the message transfer
agent (MTA). The MTA of sender then uses SMTP to deliver the email to the recipient’s MTA, which may
require one or more MTA transfers. This process can be ignored if the sender and the recipient share an MTA.
Then the message delivery agent (MDA) would deliver the e-mail to the recipients based on POP3 or IMAP.
And the recipient can see the e-mail content through his MUA.

2. METHOD
The main objective of our research is to efficiently detect attacks on e-mail by building spam filters

implementing machine-learning techniques, and to investigate the pros and cons of different machine-learning
algorithms in order to improve the performance of the spam filter [11]. Based on the e-mail transfer sys-
tem, there are many e-mail filtering methods raised over years [12]-[14]. From the perspective of technology
[15]-[17] , the filtering methods can be based on key words, blacklist, and content. The methodology we used
for the email spam filtering is based on Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) algorithms. The NB technique helped us to deter-
mine the probabilities spam email. The Figure 1 shows the process for e-mail spam filtering based on the NB
algorithm.

Figure 1. E-mail spam filtering process

2.1. Experimental software
In our research, Python is used to implement the e-mail filters. Python is a popular programming

language designed by Rossum in the early 1990s and has the advantages of being concise and having rich
open-source libraries. Jupyter notebook (previously known as IPython notebook), which is a web application
essentially, is selected as the experimental software because it supports segmented code operation, and the
results are displayed timely and intuitive.

2.2. Dataset
The dataset used in this project is from 2006 text retrieval conference (TREC) Public Spam Corpora

[18]. TREC is the most popular and authoritative evaluation conference in the field of text retrieval held
by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). In this spam corpora, there are corpus in English (trec06p) and in Chinese (trec06c). The corpus
includes three folders named data, delay and full. In the data folder there are a total of 64620 e-mails with
nearly 66% of them are spam, and the content and the header for each e-mail are spaced with one blank row.
The indexes for the e-mails are included in the delay and full folders with labels (ham or spam) and mail paths.

2.3. E-mail preprocessing
Before applying the filtering algorithms on the dataset, it is essential to preprocess the e-mails because

the algorithms cannot directly learn from the e-mail body and header. In this research the content of e-mails
will be focused on because normally the content contains more information. In general situation of content-
based filtering, the e-mails are expressed as multidimensional vectors where the extracted e-mail features serve
as dimensions, which enable algorithms (e.g., NB) to calculate the spam possibilities or to determine the sep-
arating hyperplane SVM. A good e-mail preprocessing can effectively decrease the training time (Attributes
reduction) and improves the overall performance for the filter.
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2.3.1. Email content extraction
To connect the e-mail paths saved in the index folder with their corresponding e-mail content, a func-

tion to acquire the e-mail path is written first. Then, since the body and content of e-mails are divided by a
blank row in the data folder, the “split” function is used to store the body and the content separately in two
variables named mailHeader list and mailContent list. The body and header then can be accessed using the
index. The code realization is shown in figure with a printed example of e-mail body see in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Extracted e-mail body

2.3.2. E-mail word segmentation
The quality of word segmentation is a key factor influencing the filter performance because wrong

word segmentation would cause misinterpretation of sentence meaning. Since English and Chinese e-mails are
to be processed in this project, only English and Chinese word segmentation are covered here.

− English word segmentation. The process of English word segmentation is relatively easy compared with
Chinese word segmentation. In English e-mail, the words are separated by spaces so that the content between
two spaces is considered to be one word. To improve the English effects of word segmentation, extra process
like stemming and lemmatization can be added. Stemming applies reduction to obtain stems from original
words. For example, it transforms “boots” to “boot” and “richness” to “rich”. While lemmatization converts
the words to their original forms, such as converting “drove” to “drive”. Stemming and lemmatization can
effectively reduce the number of features without distorting the meaning of words.

− Chinese word segmentation. Unlike English, there exist no spaces in Chinese sentences to separate words,
which make Chinese word segmentation more difficult. There exist many word segmentation methods and
techniques, such as algorithms based on neural networks, maximum matching (MM) method and word
frequency statistics method [19]. The maximum matching method takes the longest word length in the dic-
tionary as the length of words to be scan each time. And if the dictionary does not contain the scanned
words, the length of scanned words would be reduced by 1. This process will repeat again and again until
one word in dictionary is recognized. However, there are mainly two problems existing in this method. The
first one is the setting up of the longest word length. If set too short, some long words may be skipped when
scanning. If set too long, the efficiency of word segmentation would be significantly influenced. The second
problem is that a sentence may have multiple ways to be segmented. For example, considering the sentence
“一家人生活不错” (The family is doing well). The segmentation result of this sentence is “一家”，“人
生”，“活”，“不错” (Family, Life, Live, Not bad). While the expecting result would be “一家人”，“生
活”，“不错” (Family, Life, Nice). This kind of segmentation mistake causes the misinterpretation of sen-
tences, degrading the filter performance. Considering the drawbacks of MM method, a third-party library
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called jieba is used to implement the Chinese word segmentation in this project. Jieba firstly constructs a
prefix dictionary according to the statistic dictionary. Then, jieba uses the prefix dictionary to segment the
sentences to get all possible word-forming situations of Chinese characters in sentences, which are lately
used to form a directed acyclic graph. Through dynamic programming algorithm, jieba calculates the maxi-
mum probability path and the final segmentation form [20]-[22]. For those words not in the prefix dictionary,
jieba uses hidden markov model (HMM) to recognize them. Jieba supports 3 modes of word segmentation,
which are precise mode, full mode and search engine mode. The return type of jieba is list. An example
of an e-mail with Chinese segmented content is shown in Figure 3. Note that the words are separated by
spaces and stop words have been deleted. The segmentation result by jieba is gratifying.

Figure 3. Example segmentation result by jieba

− Elimination of stop words. To preserve storage space and increase search effectiveness, stop words are
usually filtered out when process text content of emails. Generally speaking, stop words are meaningless
or useless words and can be roughly classified into two groups. One is function words which are extremely
common. Compared with other words, function words have no classification value for the filter, such as
“the”, “an”, and “am” for English words. The other type includes vocabulary words such as ‘want’, which
are widely used in all kinds of texts. The removal of stop words can benefit the filter by reducing the training
time and decreasing the dimensions of feature. In this research, a stop list from baidu is used, which contains
stop words both in English and in Chinese.

2.4. Feature selection
Feature selection is a key process when implementing machine learning method. Only those most

representative features should be selected because too many features would degrade the efficiency of training
for classifier. A good feature selection can reduce the dimensions of e-mail features by deleting miscellaneous
and irrelevant features, increasing the precision of classifier. Typical feature selection methods include term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), mutual information, information gain (IG) and Chi-square
statistic.
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− Bag-of-words (BoW) model. BoW model [23] transforms the texts into feature vectors. Its basic idea is
to assume that for a text, ignoring its word order, grammar, and syntax, only treating it as a collection of
vocabulary. In our research, each e-mail is considered as a bag full of words. The dimensions of the feature
vector are the number of total selected features. The frequencies of words in an e-mail are recorded by
changing the numbers on the positions of the words. In our research, the function named CountVectorizer
from sklearn library is used to form such a word frequency matrix. The main disadvantage of BoW model
is that it ignores the relationship between words.

− TF-IDF. TF-IDF [24] is a feature selection tool in the field of data mining to calculate term weights and
evaluate the classification value for words in the texts. Its main idea is that if one term occurs very frequently
in small quantities of text, high value of classification should be attached to it. While those terns which
appear in many texts of corpus contain less classification value. TF-IDF method is an empirical formula,
but research has proved that it is a valid tool in the text processing field. Compared with just recording the
frequencies of all terms (words) in the documents (e-mails), TF-IDF method effectively handles the problem
of high order of dimensions and sparseness of generated matrix by adding the calculation of term weight.
However, it still does not study the relationship between words, which sets a limitation on its performance.

− Feature hashing. Hash table is a data structure, which accesses data according to the key value k. The
mapping between key and value is realized by a hash function for each hash table. Feature hashing [25]
applies the hash method on feature selection in purpose of reducing the dimensionalities. Considering
the sparse matrix with high dimensionalities formed by the term frequency and TF-IDF methods, feature
hashing is able to convert all raw data into hash values within the specified range, effectively decreasing the
time of feature selection. However, hash tables have errors when the hash collision happens, which refers to
different keys mapped to one value. Besides, hash values are unexplainable and irreversible. In our research,
a function named hashing vectorizer from the library sklearn is used to implement feature hashing.

2.5. Naı̈ve Bayes filters
There are many models of NB e-mail filters [26], but we examined 3 models: Multinomial Naı̈ve

Bayes algorithm (MNB), Complement Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm (CNB), and Bernoulli Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm
(BNB). MNB models [27] are mainly suitable to deal with discrete features. It considers the relationship
between word frequencies in the text and the category of the text. CNB algorithm [28] is an improvement of
the standard MNB to deal with corpuses unbalanced in categories and the problems brought by the attribute
conditional independence assumption. Simply put, CNB uses the probability of complements from each label
category to calculate the weight of each feature.

BNB algorithm [29] assumes that variables obey Bernoulli distribution, which is a random variable
distribution with only “yes” or “no” results. For example, the positive or negative of coin flipping is a very
typical Bernoulli distribution. In BNB model, the values of features are transformed to either “0” or “1”. If the
value of feature is not “0” or “1” initially, a threshold value under which the value of feature is transformed to
“0” should be set.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After building the NB and SVM filters using Python, we extracted and preprocessed the content of

the emails from the 2006 TREC. We also evaluated the performance of the models by splitting the corpus into
training set and test set in a 7:3 ratio. The last part presents an analysis of the results as well as a comparative
analysis based on several evaluation indices, which include precision, accuracy, and total cost ratio (TCR).

3.1. Evaluation indexes
To start with, confusion matrix is a machine learning analysis table that lists the outcomes of clas-

sification model predictions. For a binary classification problem, the results are divided into four categories
through the comparision between the predicted class and the actual class, which are false positive, false nega-
tive, true positive and true negative. This table helps readers to learn the filter performance on different types of
samples intuitively. Below shows a graph of binary confusion matrix model and an example confusion matrix
from a NB filter Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Confusion matrix

To evaluate the performance of e-mail filters and compare different algorithms, unified evaluation
indexes should be set. Set Ns→h (false positive) as the number of spams misclassified to hams by the e-mail
filter, Nh→s (false negative) as the number of legitimated e-mails identified as spams by the e-mail filter, Ns→s

(true negative) as the number of spams correctly filtered and Nh→h (true positive) as the number of correctly
identified hams. Set NS and NH as the total numbers of spams and hams in the corpus. Then the accuracy,
error, precision and recall rates can be expressed as:

ACC =
Ns→s +Nh→h

NS +NH
(1)

Err =
Ns→h +Nh→s

NS +NH
(2)

Pre =
Ns→s

Ns→s +Nh→s
(3)

R =
Ns→s

NS
(4)

Recall and precision are a pair of contradictory measures. Generously, when the classification con-
fidence of a category increases, precision will rise, while recall is opposite. To consider these two indexes
comprehensively, F-measure is raised, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall:

F1 = (
Pre−1 +R−1

2
)−1 = 2× Pre×R

Pre+R
(5)

For the above formulas, the mistakes of misclassifying a spam to a ham and misclassifying a ham
to a spam are considered to have a same weight. However, it is usually more serious for the e-mail users to
miss an important e-mail rejected by the filters than receiving a few spams. Therefore, the concept of weight is
introduced by considering missing one ham is as valuable as misclassifying λ spams. The weighted accuracy
and weighted error rate can be expressed as:

Wacc =
Ns→s + λNh→h

NS + λNH
(6)

Werr =
Ns→h + λNh→s

NS + λNH
(7)
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Considering if there is no filter, all hams are accepted, and all spam are misclassified to hams because
they will not be rejected. Then, the weighted accuracy and weighted error rate of reference can be obtained:

Wacc(R) =
λNH

NS + λNH
(8)

Werr(R) =
NS

NS + λNH
(9)

And TCR, which is an important index for the filtering performance, is defined as:

TCR =
Werr(R)

Werr
=

NS

Ns→h + λNh→s
(10)

3.2. Naı̈ve Bayes filter performance
The NB filter usually has a good performance in precision, but further improvement of performance

can be hard. Bayesian algorithm is widely applied in e-mail filtering, and many research have been conducted
to improve its performance. In this part, four factors influencing the filter performance will be examined, which
are e-mail preprocessing (word segmentation and stop words removal), the number of features, different feature
extraction methods and different types of NB algorithms. The corpus is divided into a training set and testing
set with a ratio of 7:3.

3.2.1. Influence of e-mail preprocessing and feature number
Figure 5 and Tabel 1 show four evaluation indexes for a MNB filter using term frequency to ex-

tract features without e-mail preprocessing. From the Table 1, as the feature number increases, both the
accuracy and precision increase, while the value of recall fluctuates in the range from 0.73 to 0.79. The
F1-score also has a slight rise from 0.79 to 0.84. But all the increases saturated when the feature number is
above 10, 000. More features would not bring improvement to the performance after this number. Overall,
the NB filter without e-mail preprocessing has a disappointed performance with an error rate of about 25%.
Considering F1-score as an effective evaluation index, the importance of e-mail preprocessing can be under-
lined in the graph in Figure 6. As it shown, the F1-score of NB with e-mail preprocessing is about 20% higher
than the other, indicating a better filtering performance. In addition, the saturation of feature number is also
witnessed, which means a larger feature number may not result in a better filter.

Figure 5. Python code-the evaluation for MNB filter
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Table 1. Evaluation for MNB filter
Feature number Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)

2,000 0.6667 0.8649 0.7328 0.7934
4,000 0.7133 0.8928 0.7634 0.823
6,000 0.74 0.8966 0.7939 0.8421
8,000 0.7267 0.9018 0.771 0.8313
10,000 0.76 0.9703 0.7481 0.8448
12,000 0.76 0.9703 0.7481 0.8448
14,000 0.76 0.9798 0.7405 0.8435
16,000 0.76 0.9798 0.7405 0.8435
18,000 0.7533 0.9796 0.7328 0.8384
20,000 0.76 0.9798 0.7405 0.8435

Figure 6. Influence of e-mail preprocessing

3.2.2. Comparison in different feature extraction methods
There are three feature extraction methods used in this research, which are term frequency, TF-IDF

and feature hashing. The performance of a MNB filter implementing these three methods will be tested in
five e-mail sets in terms of F1-score, each containing 500 e-mails. From the Table 2, it can be concluded that
TF-IDF method is the best feature extraction method for a MNB filter. The F1-scores of TF-IDF and term
frequency methods are similar, and the latter one is generally slightly inferior. While feature hashing has the
advantages of low-dimensions and speed, it is not a good method compared with the other two in terms of the
filter performance. In addition, TF-IDF method has less features compared with term frequency because of the
addition of term weighting, which simplifies the generated sparse matrix.

Table 2. The performance of a MNB filter
E-mail set Term frequency TF-IDF Feature hashing

1 0.9805 0.985 0.9324
2 0.9789 0.9504 0.8989
3 0.9537 0.9683 0.9362
4 0.9507 0.9741 0.9105
5 0.9524 0.9589 0.8724

3.2.3. Comparison between three Naı̈ve Bayes filters
In this research, there are three types of NB algorithms implemented on the e-mail filters, which are

MNB, BNB, and CNB. Applying TF-IDF method for feature selection, the 3 NB filters are compared on a
corpus with 5,000 e-mails. As shown in the Figure 7, MNB has the best performance over the three NB filters.
The precision and accuracy for MNB are both high, achieving around 97%. The recall of MNB is 98.6%,
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meaning less than 2% spams pass the filter. CNB has a similar filtering performance compared with MNB, and
its F1-score is just 0.4% less than MNB. In the last, BNB has the worst performance over three filters, while its
precision of 99.2% is high.

Figure 7. NB filters performance

3.3. SVM filter performance
Aforementioned, two key factors for SVM filters are the selection of kernel function and the value of

C. In our research, 4 kernel functions of SVM are implemented, which are linear SVM, rbf SVM, polynomial
SVM, and sigmoid SVM. Applying e-mail preprocessing and TF-IDF method, performances of these filters are
shown in two Tables 3 and 4. Although TCRs for some of the SVM filters are very high, it is more reasonable
to set λ as a high value in reality since the loss of misclassifying one legitimate e-mail to a spam is much larger
than allowing a spam to pass the filter. Polynomial SVM has the best TCR when λ is set to 10, meaning that
there are very few legitimate e-mails being misidentified. However, it is very sensitive to the change of C as
its TCR drops to 0.5 when C is changed to 10 see in Figure 8. Normally, a TCR below 1 means the filter
performance is so bad that the absence of filter would be considered better than using this filter. Moreover, the
F1 score of polynomial SVM is the lowest among the four filters. Therefore, this kernel function is not suitable
for the spam filter. Considering the other 3 kernel functions, they all have a high F1-score at around 99%, but
the linear SVM has a better performance in terms of TCR. Therefore, linear SVM is considered to be the model
with the best performance.

Table 3. SVM filters performance with C=1
Kernels Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score Wacc (%) (λ = 1) TCR (λ = 1) Wacc (%) (λ = 10) TCR (λ = 10)
Linear 0.9885 0.9942 0.9913 0.988 57.6 0.9778 8.23
RBF 0.9847 0.9913 0.988 0.9833 41.5 0.817 6.14

Polynomial 1 0.9055 0.9504 0.9347 10.6 0.9827 10.6
Sigmoid 0.9866 0.9952 0.9909 0.9873 54.6 0.9744 7.15

Table 4. SVM filters performance with C=10
Kernels Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score Wacc (%) (λ = 1) TCR (λ = 1) Wacc (%) (λ = 10) TCR (λ = 10)
Linear 0.9838 0.9942 0.989 0.9847 51.85 0.979 8.71
RBF 0.9894 0.9913 0.9903 0.9867 45.1 0.9689 5.89

Polynomial 0.8348 0.999 0.9096 0.8627 5.03 0.638 0.5
Sigmoid 0.9838 0.9961 0.9899 0.986 49.38 0.9693 5.96
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Figure 8. The filters performance with C=10

3.4. Comparison between Naı̈ve Baye and SVM filters
For the NB filter, MNB is considered to be the best model according to the former comparison. Its

performance is compared with the linear SVM on a corpus containing 5,000 e-mails, with TF-IDF as the feature
selection method. From the Table 5, although the two algorithms both have a relatively high F1-score, the linear
SVM beats MNB in aspects of all the evaluation indexes. Both precision and recall of linear SVM are better
than MNB, which results in a higher F1-score of above 99%. The weighted accuracy of linear SVM is about
3% higher than that of MNB, while its TCR is above 2 times higher than that of MNB at λ = 10. Overall,
linear SVM has a better performance than MNB when applying them on spam filters. Looking back on the
cores of these two machine learning algorithms, it is not surprising that SVM performs better than NB. NB is
a linear classifier in the problem of spam classification based on equation 5. However, practical e-mails in the
corpus may not be linearly separable.

In comparision, SVM solves this problem by applying kernel functions to map samples in the initial
space to a feature space with higher dimensions, and it find a hyperplane to divide these transformed samples.
Although SVM has a better filtering performance, NB filters have the advantage of easy implementation, which
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results in less training time than SVM. For an e-mail filter, the consumed time for it to process the e-mails is
very important because the e-mail filter receives a large number of spams every day.

Table 5. Linear SVM vs MNB
Algorithms Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score Wacc (%) (λ = 10) TCR (λ = 10)
Linear SVM 0.9885 0.9942 0.9913 0.9778 8.23

MNB 0.9696 0.9855 0.9775 0.9408 3.10

4. CONCLUSIONS
As e-mail is commonly used by people all around the world, attacks on e-mail have become a serious

problem in society, leading to hazards in many aspects. This thesis summarizes the hazards brought by spam
and introduces different aspects of anti-spam topic, which include legislation, protocol improvement and e-
mail filtering techniques. And this research focuses on the e-mail filtering techniques. To give an insightful
investigation of them, the basic architecture and protocols of e-mail is firstly introduced. Then, different anti-
spam filtering techniques are investigated. Can be concluded as, the filter performs 20% better with e-mail
preprocessing compared with that without e-mail preprocessing. As for the feature selection methods, TF-IDF
is found to be the best methods over 3 methods investigated. Besides, the comparison of MNB, BNB, and
CNB shows that MNB is the NB e-mail filter with the best performance. To improve the SVM e-mail filter
performance, the influences of the choice of kernel functions and the value of C are evaluated. The SVM e-mail
filter with a linear kernel performs best when C is set as 10 in terms of F1-score and TCR. The linear SVM
performs better in all the evaluation indexes, but MNB is easier to implement, and its training time is much
less. The linear SVM e-mail filter achieves a F1-score of over 99%, a weighted accuracy of over 97% and TCR
of 8.23 when λ is set to 10. As a future work, we consider three approaches, both the TF-IDF method and the
NB algorithms do not consider the connections between words, which is bad for the filter performance. A new
feature selection method called word2vec can be used to generate word vectors in the future, which in nature is
a neural network model. The constructed filters need to be tested on different corpuses to test its generalization
ability. And the headers of e-mails need to be considered in future work. In this research, only the e-mail body
is tested; Many spams contain malicious contents in the form of images and hyperlinks, which the constructed
e-mail filters are unable to detect. We will address this issue in the future.
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